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Virtual aperture culling of the eigenmodes of a resonator (VACER) is a tech-
nique to focus light within turbid media at arbitrary locations. A seed pulse of light
is directed through a phase-conjugate mirror (PCM) into a turbid medium. Though
much of the light may be lost, any light which reaches the second PCM is phase con-
jugated and thus returned to the first PCM where the light will be phase conjugated
again. Amplification by the PCMs can prevent decay of the light cycling between
the PCMs. Introducing a mechanism which filters light based on position enables
attenuation of the modes not traveling through the center of the virtual aperture
resulting in a focusing of light at the center of the virtual aperture. The seed pulse
and the positioning of the PCMs on opposite sides of the virtual aperture ensure that
modes cannot bypass the virtual aperture. Magnetic fields and ultrasound waves are
potential means for implementation of a virtual aperture. Generally, only weak filtra-
tion mechanisms like magnetic fields and ultrasound waves are innocuous to turbid
media. Fortunately, weak effects can strongly cull modes in VACER because the fil-
tration mechanism affects the modes during each pass between PCMs and the modes
compete. A combination of theory and computational modeling prove that sound
physical principles underlie VACER. Moreover, computational modeling reveals how
mode overlap, the seed pulse, and other variables impact VACER performance. Good
experimental performance is predicted.
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Light has many medical uses both diagnostic and therapeutic. Optical instruments
are invaluable for the diagnosis of diseases in many fields including dermatology,
opthalmology, and pathology. Moreover, the same light which is harmless when un-
focused can ablate bone and tissue when focused. Optical techniques are useful in
biology because of the extensive set of mechanisms by which light can interact with
tissue. Unfortunately, though absorption of light by tissue is often limited, the scat-
tering of light largely limits optical methods to superficial tissue or to tissue accessed
by invasive means. The potential applications of a method to focus light at arbitrary
locations within turbid media are countless.
1.1 Previous Work
Wavefront shaping and phase conjugation have been successful in mitigating scatter-
ing issues and enabling deeper penetration of biological samples [6, 7, 8, 38, 39, 40, 41,
44]. Even pulse compression in turbid media has been achieved with wavefront shap-
ing [2, 14]. However, directing light to a chosen location within turbid media has been
explored with minimal success. Thus far, determining how to shape the wavefront
for focusing at an arbitrary location in a turbid medium has generally been an insur-
mountable challenge because feedback for wavefront optimization is only available in
some contrived situations. One of the most successful wavefront shaping approaches
to direct light to a specific location within a turbid medium relies on a fluorescent
probe and a spatial light modulator for wavefront shaping [41]. Though the tech-
nique is useful when large amounts of light need to be directed to restricted locations,
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the technique is not generally useful since the location specificity is derived from the
position of the fluorescent probe. Obviously, arbitrary noninvasive positioning of a
fluorescent probe is a substantial challenge. The technique and related wavefront
shaping approaches are also impractical in that the optimal wavefront for each region
of interest must be determined by an iterative algorithm requiring considerable time.
While faster wavefront shaping optimization methods have been developed [5], the
quantity of required measurements cannot be reduced without sacrificing the degrees
of freedom of the shaped wavefronts. As the shaped wavefronts simplify, focusing
efficiency declines [5]. Moreover, enough light must be collected in each measurement
to limit the uncertainty due to noise. Therefore, at some point the time needed for
wavefront shaping optimization cannot be decreased without compromising focusing
efficiency. In any turbid medium which is not completely stationary such as biological
tissue there is speckle decorrelation. Once the speckle is decorrelated, the wavefront
shaping optimization process must begin anew [32]. Thus, speed is critical to many
applications.
The speed issues can be largely solved by using a nonlinear nanoparticle instead of
a fluorescent probe. A strong electromagnetic wave incident on a nonlinear nanopar-
ticle can lead to second harmonic generation which is coherent unlike fluorescence.
Coherence of the emission enables formation of a hologram from the second harmonic
emission. With the hologram, a phase-conjugate wave can be generated which prop-
agates into the turbid medium towards the nonlinear nanoparticle time-reversing the
scattering [11]. The value of this approach is that phase conjugation can be nearly
instantaneous. Nonetheless, the requirement that a nonlinear nanoparticle be located
at the target seriously limits applications.
A technique named time-reversed ultrasonically encoded (TRUE) optical focus-
ing [43] in principle is able to focus light at arbitrary positions within turbid media.
An ultrasonic wave is focused on the target within a turbid medium. Because the
scattering of ultrasonic waves is significantly less than light scattering, the ultrasonic
focus is largely unperturbed by the turbid medium. When a coherent light source il-
luminates the turbid medium, some of the coherent light is frequency shifted through
interaction with the ultrasonic wave within the turbid medium. The scattered light
can be collected to form a hologram which can be used for phase conjugation. As
long as the reference wave used for hologram formation is frequency matched to the
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ultrasound-modulated light rather than the light source, then phase conjugation with
the hologram yields a phase-conjugate wave consisting primarily of the phase conju-
gate of the ultrasound-modulated light. Thus, a phase-conjugate wave is generated
which is focused on the ultrasonic focus. Though TRUE optical focusing is concep-
tually complete, some problems exist. First of all, the light focus cannot be smaller
than the ultrasonic focus. Thus, optical resolutions are out of reach with TRUE op-
tical focusing. Yet, the most significant limitation is that modulation of light with
ultrasound in biological tissue is very inefficient. With little modulated light, it is
difficult to form a hologram for phase conjugation, and consequently the quality of
the light focus suffers. The light focus becomes larger and less sharp. The same is-
sue with the inefficiency of ultrasonic modulation leads to low signal-to-noise ratio in
ultrasound-modulated optical tomography [28] and has been a considerable obstacle
to further development of the method.
Unfortunately, there do not appear to be any efficient and innocuous methods to
filter light based on position within a turbid medium. Like ultrasonic modulation
of light in turbid media, they all seem inefficient. Thus, there is a choice between
positive selection with low background signal but low efficiency or negative selection
with high efficiency but high background signal. TRUE optical focusing is a positive
selection method and suffers from inefficiency.
1.2 The VACER Concept
Virtual aperture culling of the eigenmodes of a resonator (VACER) is an approach to
focus light at arbitrary positions within turbid media. The virtual aperture establishes
the position of the focus of the waves. Unlike previous approaches, VACER works
well with low efficiency mechanisms of differentiating light based on position.
In VACER, the turbid medium is placed within an optical cavity. The cavity
differs significantly from typical laser resonators in that both ends are terminated
by phase-conjugate mirrors. Such a resonator is called a phase-conjugate resonator.
Unlike conventional mirrors, a phase-conjugate mirror reflects a wave back toward
the source of the wave irrespective of the incidence angle. The wavefront of a phase-





Figure 1.1: The pulse of seed light passes through the first phase-conjugate mirror,
PCM. As the light passes through the turbid medium, TM, the light is attenuated by
absorbers (black circles) and scatterers (white circles). Though some of the light is
absorbed or scattered out of the phase-conjugate resonator, a fraction of the incident
light reaches the second PCM.
If a pulse of coherent light seeds the resonator through one of the phase-conjugate
mirrors as seen in Figure 1.1, then the light will be scattered and partially absorbed
while traversing the turbid medium. After crossing the turbid medium, the scattered
light will be phase conjugated by the other phase-conjugate mirror. Ideally, the light
returning to the first phase-conjugate mirror will be a time-reversed replica of the
original seed pulse traveling in the opposite direction. Figure 1.2 shows that the
phase conjugate of the scattered light will traverse the turbid medium in the inverse
direction. After being phase conjugated by the first phase-conjugate mirror, the
reconstructed seed pulse will once again cross the turbid medium to reach the second
phase-conjugate mirror. The light will cycle between traversing the turbid medium
and phase conjugation by the phase-conjugate mirrors until all of the light has been
absorbed by the turbid medium or lost due to other mechanisms. After several cycles
around the phase-conjugate resonator, only the light occupying the modes of high
transmission will remain as seen in Figure 1.3.
Introducing increasing amounts of optical amplification into a phase-conjugate




Figure 1.2: The light which reaches the second phase-conjugate mirror, PCM, is phase
conjugated and travels back towards the first PCM by traversing its path in the turbid




Figure 1.3: The light which continually cycles from one phase-conjugate mirror, PCM,
through the turbid medium, TM, to the other PCM constitutes the stable modes of
the phase-conjugate resonator. An actual phase-conjugate resonator will normally
support countless optical modes. Moreover, cavity gain ensures that the modes con-
tain many photons. The total circulating power of the phase-conjugate resonator can
be very high without causing damage because phase conjugation concentrates the
photons in modes with low absorption.
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the gain exceeds the loss at which point stable oscillation becomes possible. When
gain is greater than loss, the phase-conjugate resonator can be used as laser. If ideal
phase-conjugate waves are sufficiently approximated by the phase-conjugate mirror,
absorption of light within the stable modes should be less than the light absorption of
bulk tissue since the stable modes tend to avoid regions of high absorption. Therefore,
even with large circulating powers, absorption and thus damage potential is minimal.
Contrasting with typical lasers the transverse modes of a phase-conjugate resonator
with a turbid medium cannot be described by Hermite-Gaussian or Laguerre-Gaussian
expansions, and the phase-conjugate resonator has no longitudinal mode selectivity.
Moreover, the mode structure depends on the exact configuration and orientation
of the turbid medium. Although a phase-conjugate resonator with biological tissue
likely supports many modes of seemingly random structure, it does not constitute a
random laser since the optical cavity has well defined ends [13, 18, 22, 35, 42].
Modes within the turbid medium are culled with a virtual aperture. The virtual
aperture can be implemented by any mechanism which enables filtration of light based
on position. The center of the virtual aperture is the position at which the mechanism
attenuates light the least. A virtual aperture could be constructed by introducing
magnetic fields to induce the Faraday effect. Optical isolators operate using the
nonreciprocal nature of the Faraday effect. Because the polarization rotation caused
by the Faraday effect is nonreciprocal, no phase-conjugate mirror can reverse the
polarization rotation. When polarization selectivity exists in either the turbid medium
or the phase-conjugate resonator, photons traveling through regions with a magnetic
field are attenuated. Thus with carefully crafted magnetic field geometry optical
modes can be culled as seen in Figure 1.4. Compared to other possible discrimination
mechanisms, magnetic fields are appealing because static magnetic fields are harmless
and are influenced insignificantly by many materials including biological tissue. A
virtual aperture formed by ultrasound waves would be impacted substantially by
mechanical impedance inhomogeneities in the body such as at the interface between
the skull and the brain.
The virtual aperture enables localization of diffuse light. Because a minor imped-
iment on each pass becomes a significant disadvantage after many cycles around the
phase-conjugate resonator, weak mode discrimination mechanisms suffice for virtual




Figure 1.4: Neither phase-conjugate mirror, PCM, is able to invert nonreciprocal
effects such as the Faraday effect which is the nonreciprocal polarization rotation
of light in a medium with an axial magnetic field. Consequently, processes such as
scattering that generally exhibit polarization dependence are altered with each pass
through the turbid medium, TM. Observe that modes can be perturbed such that
absorption results (upper mode) or such that light is scattered out of the phase-
conjugate resonator (lower mode). The modes which avoid the axial magnetic fields
are attenuated the least and have the highest probability of becoming stable modes
(middle mode). Green indicates a magnetic field pointing to the right, while blue
indicates a magnetic field pointing to the left. Stronger magnetic fields to right or
left are indicated by a more intense green or blue respectively.
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tion. The seed pulse and the positioning of the phase-conjugate mirrors on opposite
sides of the virtual aperture ensure that no modes are able to circumvent the virtual
aperture. If any modes are permitted to bypass the virtual aperture, then control
conferred by the virtual aperture over where the light is focused is lost. Only modes
which travel through the center of the virtual aperture should be able to avoid atten-
uation by the virtual aperture.
1.3 VACER Implementation
Since VACER implementation amounts to production of a complicated laser, con-
struction of a VACER instrument entails all of the alignment sensitivities inherent
to lasers. Furthermore, VACER imposes design requirements on the coherence and
power of the system. The light must be sufficiently coherent so that light traveling the
shortest and longest path lengths in the system still interfere. When the speckle of the
turbid medium decorrelates rapidly, the phase-conjugate mirrors must adapt quickly
to enable accelerated evolution of the modes within the phase-conjugate resonator.
Phase conjugation via digital holography and wavefront shaping with a spatial light
modulator is currently too slow for VACER in biological tissue and other turbid media
in which the speckle decorrelates quickly. In particular the speed of high resolution
spatial light modulators must be dramatically improved to be useful for VACER in
biological tissue. All existing means of fast phase conjugation rely on nonlinearity.
Thus, there must be sufficient light for the media used for the phase-conjugate mirrors
to behave nonlinearly.
The power requirements can be reduced by using light more efficiently by de-
creasing waste. However, more complicated system designs are required for more
efficient light use. In a complicated system, there are many components that must
be mutually aligned. Therefore, increasing the component count of the system to
achieve greater efficiency leads to more challenging alignment. Multiple attempts to
implement VACER failed during the alignment stage. Consideration of the system
alignment procedure is critical during the design process.
Fortunately, the coherence and power requirements are well within the perfor-
mance achieved by existing lasers. The challenge of VACER implementation lies in
solving many relatively mundane optical problems simultaneously. For example, pro-
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duction of not just one phase-conjugate mirror but of a phase-conjugate resonator
with two phase-conjugate mirrors is imperative for VACER.
Though VACER does not require any new technologies for implementation, VACER
realization does require a mastery of the engineering of many sensitive optical devices
based on existing technologies. Moreover, because VACER instruments are essen-
tially complicated lasers, the alignment and integration of the components must be
performed meticulously.
In the remainder of this document, VACER theory is developed. In Chapter 2 a
simple model of turbid media is presented. Then phase conjugation theory is explored
in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the theory of wave mixing in gain media is elaborated.
Afterwards, in Chapter 5 mode competition is explained. Then in Chapter 6 VACER




A Very Simple Model of Turbid Media
Although scattering is often considered stochastic, scattering is actually deterministic.
Stochastic models of scattering are useful when estimating measurement averages
of light propagation through a set of macroscopically identical objects which have
random microscopic differences. Stochastic scattering models do not describe the
scattering of light within a specific turbid medium with a particular illumination
configuration. Like other techniques involving wavefront shaping or phase conjugation
in turbid media, VACER exploits the determinism of scattering.
Scattering is a process involving the coupling of a set of input modes to a set of
output modes. Light incident on a scatterer is deterministically redistributed from
the input modes to the set of output modes. In general, there will be a multitude
of output modes with various geometries. Given this perspective on scattering, the
simplest scattering process involves a single input mode and two output modes—a
beam splitter.
Arbitrary linear systems including turbid media can be mathematically described
with transfer matrices [25, 26]. The product of the complex transfer matrix M and the
complex column vector a of input mode complex amplitudes is the complex column
vector b of output mode complex amplitudes.
b = Ma (2.1)
Describing a turbid medium with a complex transfer matrix is simplest when the
complex amplitudes of the input modes change slowly relative to the scale of the turbid
medium. When the complex amplitudes of input modes vary rapidly relative to the
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size of the turbid medium, each fast changing mode must usually be decomposed into
a set of slow changing narrowband modes. In general, M is not a scattering matrix
because the set of input modes or ports may be disjoint from the set of output modes
or ports. The complex transfer matrix M may be determined by interferometric
means [25, 26]. The total output power of the system [27] is
bHb = (Ma)H(Ma) = aHMHMa (2.2)
where XH is the adjoint or conjugate transpose of X. The dissipated power [1, 24] is
aHa − bHb = aHIa − aHMHMa = aH(I − MHM)a (2.3)
where I is the identity matrix. Observe that aH(I − MHM)a is a real scalar. For a
system without a power source, energy conservation requires that
aH(I − MHM)a ≥ 0 (2.4)
which implies that I − MHM is a positive semidefinite matrix. The power transfer







If the system power transfer efficiency η is not dependent on a, then
bHb
aHa










where the complex matrix U is unitary if U is square. U is the same size as M.
For a lossless system, the system power transfer efficiency does not depend on a, and
η = 1. Thus,for a lossless system
MHM = I (2.7)
and M is a unitary matrix if the number of input modes and the number of output
modes are equal.
















a11a∗11 + a21a∗21 a12a∗11 + a22a∗21
a11a
∗
12 + a21a∗22 a12a∗12 + a22a∗22
 . (2.10)
Assuming Equation (2.6) implies
a11a
∗
11 + a21a∗21 = |a11|
2 + |a21|2 = η (2.11)
a12a
∗
11 + a22a∗21 = 0 (2.12)
a11a
∗
12 + a21a∗22 = 0 (2.13)
a12a
∗
12 + a22a∗22 = |a12|
2 + |a22|2 = η. (2.14)










+ |a21|2 = η (2.16)
|a21|2|a22|2
|a12|2
+ |a21|2 = η (2.17)














|a12|2 = |a21|2. (2.22)
Substituting Equation (2.22) into Equation (2.14)
|a21|2 + |a22|2 = η (2.23)
|a21|2 = η − |a22|2. (2.24)
Substituting Equation (2.24) into Equation (2.11)
|a11|2 + η − |a22|2 = η (2.25)
|a11|2 = |a22|2. (2.26)
Equation (2.26) implies that
|a11| = |a22| (2.27)
while Equation (2.22) implies that
|a12| = |a21| . (2.28)
Substituting Equation (2.27) and Equation (2.28) into Equation (2.13)
|a11| |a12| exp(j(arg a11 − arg a12)) + |a11| |a12| exp(j(arg a21 − arg a22)) = 0 (2.29)
and assuming |a11| > 0 and |a12| > 0
exp(j(arg a11 − arg a12)) = − exp(j(arg a21 − arg a22)) (2.30)










Figure 2.1: Three cascaded beam splitters (horizontal black lines) within a black box
(dashed rectangle) model a very simple turbid medium with two modes. The contents
of the black box are not observable outside of the black box. The eight small gray
rectangles are mirrors.
arg a11 − arg a12 = arg a21 − arg a22 ± (2n + 1)π (2.32)
arg a11 + arg a22 − arg a12 − arg a21 = ±(2n + 1)π (2.33)
for any nonnegative integer n.
Consider a system of cascaded beam splitters. Figure 2.1 is a system of three







Mn = SnPn. (2.35)








Since Sn satisfies Equation (2.27), Equation (2.28), and Equation (2.33), the power
transfer efficiency of the nth beam splitter is independent of the complex amplitudes
of the two input modes. The transfer matrix for the beam paths preceding the nth
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Because Pn satisfies Equation (2.27), Equation (2.28), and Equation (2.29), the power
transfer efficiency of the beam paths preceding the nth beam splitter is independent
of the complex amplitudes of the two input modes. Although Pn is lossless, Sn may
be lossy. Observe that
T 2n + R2n = ηn ≤ 1. (2.38)
The transfer matrix for a system with N stages is
M = MN · · · M3M2M1. (2.39)
The complex amplitudes of the fields of the input modes are U1,0 and U2,0, while the
complex amplitudes of the fields of the output modes are U1,N and U2,N . The complex
amplitudes of the fields of the internal modes are U1,1, U1,2, U1,3,..., U1,N−1 and U2,1,
U2,2, U2,3,..., U2,N−1. Internal modes cannot be observed outside of the system. Any
modes that are not internal modes are external modes. This is a system of two
independent modes because the complex amplitudes of at least two modes must be
known to determine the complex amplitudes of all of the modes.








t1t2 + r1r2 r1t2 + r2t1













MNMN−1 · · · M3M2M1 =
tNAN−1 + rNBN−1 tNBN−1 + rNAN−1






Therefore, the principle of mathematical induction implies that for a system with an
arbitrary number of stages knowing the transfer matrix of the entire system yields
only two equations. For a reciprocal system the transfer matrix in the backward
direction is the the transpose of the transfer matrix in the forward direction. Hence,
the transfer matrix in the backward direction contains no additional information
about the system. Thus, it is impossible to determine r1, r2, r3, t1, t2, and t3 from
the transfer matrix of a system of three cascaded beam splitters even if each beam
splitter is lossless and reciprocal and the corresponding path lengths are equal. As
the number of stages grows beyond three, the number of indeterminate variables
increases. Consequently, the wavefront that focuses all of the light within a single
selected internal mode cannot be determined. Though the light could be focused
within a single input or output mode [25, 26], there is inadequate information to
shape the wavefront to focus the light within a chosen internal mode.
For a turbid medium, the relationship between the input and output modes and
the internal modes is unknown. This is the property of turbid media which causes all
of the practical problems associated with turbid media. Therefore, a system of three
or more cascaded beam splitters is turbid in the sense that the fields of the internal
modes are unknown even when the fields of the input and output modes are known and
controllable. Only a few cascaded beam splitters are required for turbidity because
beam splitters can redirect all of the incident light while most scatterers redirect only




Consider phase conjugation in an arbitrary system with an arbitrarily large but finite
number of modes. The components of the complex column vector u0 are the complex
amplitudes of the input modes, while the components of the complex column vector
u1 are the complex amplitudes of the output modes. The input and output modes
are solutions of Maxwell’s equations for the system, and each set of modes constitutes
a basis for the input and output fields respectively. The basis for the input field has
N modes, and the basis for the output field has M modes. Each basis may contain
modes with various frequencies, polarizations, and spatial distributions. Neither the
basis of input modes nor the basis of output modes include any internal modes. For a
system with linear coupling between the input and output modes or the linear regime
of the linearized mode coupling of a system with nonlinear mode coupling,
u1 = Mfu0 (3.1)
where the M ×N complex matrix Mf describes the transformation of the modes while
propagating through the system in the forward direction. Certain nonlinear effects
such as frequency changes are permissible. If the output modes are phase conjugated,
then
u2 = MbMpu1∗ = MbMp(Mfu0)∗ = MbMpMf ∗u0∗ (3.2)
where X∗ is the complex conjugate of X. The M × M complex diagonal matrix
Mp indicates the linearized efficiency of the phase conjugation of each mode. The
N × M complex matrix Mb describes the transformation of the modes while prop-
agating through the system in the backward direction. The complex amplitudes of
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the resulting modes are the components of the complex column vector u2. Without
loss of generality, the basis of the resulting field includes only the modes which are
identical to the input modes except for propagating in the opposite direction.
The total power transfer efficiency from the input modes to the output modes [27]










where XH is the adjoint or conjugate transpose of X. If mode coupling is reciprocal,
then Mb equals the transpose of Mf since reciprocity implies that coupling from the
input modes to the output modes is the same as coupling from the output modes to
the input modes.
Mb = Mf T (3.4)
Furthermore, if Mf is the product of a complex scalar f and a complex matrix Mu
Mf = fMu (3.5)
where
MuT Mu∗ = IN (3.6)















= |f |2. (3.7)
Clearly, Equation (3.7) indicates that assuming Equation (3.5) and Equation (3.6)
implies that the system power transfer efficiency is independent of u0. In order for
Mu to satisfy Equation (3.6), M ≥ N because the output vector must have at least
as much information capacity as the input vector to conserve all of the information
of the input vector. If M = N then Mu is a unitary matrix. Assume Mp equals the
product of a complex scalar a and the M × M identity matrix IM .
Mp = aIM (3.8)
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Substituting Equation (3.5) into Equation (3.4)
Mb = fMuT . (3.9)
Then substituting Equation (3.5), Equation (3.8), and Equation (3.9) into Equa-
tion (3.2),
u2 = (fMuT )(aIM)(fMu)∗u0∗ = aff ∗MuT IMMu∗u0∗
= aff ∗MuT Mu∗u0∗ = aff ∗INu0∗ = a|f |2u0∗. (3.10)
Thus, the phase-conjugate field is the input field scaled and time-reversed. More-
over, the phase-conjugate wavefront is the input wavefront scaled. Though Equa-
tion (3.10) may not apply to the entire input field, Equation (3.10) will be applicable
to the subset of the input modes for which the assumptions underlying Equation (3.4),
Equation (3.5), and Equation (3.8) are valid. While validity of Equation (3.4), Equa-
tion (3.5), and Equation (3.8) is not necessary for time reversal, validity of Equa-
tion (3.4), Equation (3.5), and Equation (3.8) ensures time reversal for arbitrary u0.
Alternatively, the system may be described using the scattering matrix S. In the
forward direction,
v1 = Sv0 (3.11)
where component n of the complex column vector v0 is the complex amplitude of
mode n which propagates into port n of the system and where component n of the
complex column vector v1 is the complex amplitude of mode n propagating out of
port n of the system. After phase conjugation
v2 = SSpv1∗ (3.12)
where Sp is the scattering matrix of the phase-conjugate mirror and where component
n of the complex column vector v2 is the complex amplitude of mode n propagating
out of port n of the system.
















If there are common modes in the basis of input modes and the basis of output modes,
then there are smaller scattering matrices capable of representing the system. S will
be at most an (M + N) × (M + N) matrix. Note that S is always a square matrix,
but Mf and Mb may not be square matrices. If the system is reciprocal, then the






for a reciprocal system in agreement with Equation (3.4).
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4
Wave Mixing in Gain Media
Phase conjugation can be implemented via wave mixing in gain media. In this chapter,
the theory of wave mixing in gain media is developed. The equations describing the
electric field, polarization density, and population density difference are derived in
Section 4.1, Section 4.2, and Section 4.3 respectively. Section 4.4 provides an overview
of phase conjugation with wave mixing in gain media.
4.1 Electric Field Equations
Maxwell’s equations in point form are
∇ × E = −∂B
∂t
(4.1)
∇ × H = J + ∂D
∂t
(4.2)
∇ · D = ρ (4.3)
∇ · B = 0 (4.4)
D = ϵE + P (4.5)
B = µH + µM. (4.6)
E is the electric field. D is the electric flux density. H is the magnetic field. B
is the magnetic flux density. P is the polarization density. M is the magnetization
density. J is the current density. ρ is the charge density. ϵ is the permittivity of a
homogeneous, isotropic, and linear medium. µ is the permeability of a homogeneous,
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isotropic, and linear medium.
Applying the curl operator to each side of Equation (4.1) yields
∇ × (∇ × E) = −∇ × ∂B
∂t
(4.7)
∇ × (∇ × E) = − ∂
∂t
∇ × B. (4.8)
Substituting Equation (4.6) and assuming M = 0,
∇ × (∇ × E) = −µ ∂
∂t
∇ × H. (4.9)
Substituting Equation (4.2) and assuming J = 0,




Because ∇ × (∇ × A) = ∇(∇ · A) − ∇2A ,












which is valid for dielectric, inhomogeneous, nonmagnetic media. Substituting Equa-
tion (4.5) into Equation (4.3),
∇ · D = ϵ∇ · E + ∇ · P = ρ (4.13)




∇ · P. (4.14)













Assuming that the charge density ρ is zero, that the charge density ρ is spatially uni-
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form, or that the spatial or temporal frequencies of ∇ρ do not match the frequencies
of the electromagnetic waves,
− 1
ϵ







In Cartesian coordinates, the gradient of the divergence of the polarization density P
is a vector field defined by




































Px = P · x̂, (4.18)
Py = P · ŷ, (4.19)
and
Pz = P · ẑ (4.20)
with x̂, ŷ, and ẑ being orthogonal unit vectors.
The complex electric field Ep of a plane wave is
Ep = Ap exp(−jkp · r) exp(jωpt) (4.21)
where Ap is the complex envelope of a modulated monochromatic plane wave of
frequency νp. The magnitude of the wave vector kp = kxx̂ + kyŷ + kzẑ is |k| = 2πλp =
ωp
c
where λp is the wavelength and c is the speed of light. The angular frequency
ωp = 2πνp. Assuming that the complex electric field E may be represented by a







Ap exp(−jkp · r) exp(jωpt) (4.22)
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Fp exp(−jkp · r) exp(jωpt). (4.23)
The necessity of Equation (4.23) given Equation (4.22) may be interpreted mathe-
matically as the requirement that the wave equation be valid everywhere and at all
times or physically as the requirement for phase matching in order to achieve any
significant net energy transfer. While there may be net energy transfer over a finite
interval without phase matching, the transfered energy is often small. Henceforth,
conditions are assumed to be such that any net energy transfer without phase match-
ing is negligible if not zero. If the plane waves propagate orthogonal to the y-axis,
then








Given that the atomic populations involved in the stimulated emission process are
isotropic, the direction of the complex polarization density P is parallel to the complex
electric field E everywhere and at all times within the gain medium. Hence if the
polarization of the plane waves is parallel to the y-axis
Ap · ŷ = |Ap| (4.27)
then
Fp · ŷ = |Fp| . (4.28)















However, with multiple plane waves a variable substitution is necessary so that the
equations for the set of plane waves share a common coordinate system. Each plane
wave propagates along






The coordinates of the complex envelope can be transformed according to
Ap(zp, t) = Ap(ξ/ cos θp, t) (4.33)
where
zp = r · ẑp = x sin θp + z cos θp (4.34)
and
ξ = zpẑp · ẑ = zp cos θp. (4.35)
Thus, the spatial first partial derivative of Ap is
∂Ap(zp, t)
∂zp











































× exp(−j |kp| zp) exp(jωpt) (4.38)













× exp(−j |kp| zp) exp(jωpt). (4.39)












exp(−j |kp| zp) exp(jωpt).
(4.40)
Observe that the Fourier transform of the complex envelope Ap of the complex electric
field Ep is ∫ ∞
−∞
Ap exp(−j2πft) d t (4.41)





exp(−j2πft) d t = j2πf
∫ ∞
−∞
Ap exp(−j2πft) d t (4.42)





exp(−j2πft) d t = −4π2f 2
∫ ∞
−∞
Ap exp(−j2πft) d t. (4.43)
Assuming that Ap is a slowly varying envelope, then the bandwidth of Ap is small
relative to the frequency νp of the wave (2πf ≪ ωp). Since |4π2f 2| ≪ |4πfωp| ≪
∣∣∣ω2p∣∣∣
for small f ,
∣∣∣∂2Ap
∂t2
∣∣∣ ≪ ∣∣∣2ωp ∂Ap∂t ∣∣∣ ≪ ∣∣∣ω2pAp∣∣∣. Applying the slowly varying envelope












exp(−j |kp| zp) exp(jωpt). (4.44)





























exp(−j |kp| zp) exp(jωpt).
(4.46)
Applying the slowly varying envelope approximation spatially
∣∣∣∣∂2Ap∂z2p










exp(−j |kp| zp) exp(jωpt).
(4.47)













exp(−jkp · r) exp(jωpt). (4.48)
Applying the slowly varying envelope approximation
∣∣∣∂2Fp
∂t2




≈ −ω2pFp exp(−jkp · r) exp(jωpt). (4.49)
Substituting Equation (4.46), Equation (4.47), and Equation (4.49) into Equation (4.29)








for each plane wave p.
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4.2 Polarization Density Equations
The complex polarization density may be expressed as
P = ϵχE (4.51)
where χ is the electric susceptibility. As long as the population is isotropic, the
electric susceptibility may be expressed as a scalar rather than as a tensor which is
necessary for anisotropic media, but the electric susceptibility is not a constant in a
gain medium. The electric susceptibility depends on the complex electric field E and
other parameters in a gain medium. The relative refractive index attributable to the
polarization density for a particular polarization of light equals the speed of light in
the homogeneous, isotropic, and linear bulk medium divided by the speed of light for
the particular light polarization in the presence of the polarization density. Hence,
the generally complex relative refractive index n is
n =
√
1 + χ (4.52)
for a specific polarization of light. Moreover, the irradiance gain coefficient α is
α = 2 |kp| Im[n] (4.53)
where Im[n] is the imaginary part of n. The electric susceptibility of a single homo-
geneously broadened population is
χ = κN




(ν20 − ν2)2 + (ν∆ν)2
− j ν∆ν(ν20 − ν2)2 + (ν∆ν)2
]
(4.54)
where κ is a constant, N is the population density difference, ν is the frequency of the
electromagnetic wave, and ν0 is the resonant frequency of the transition. When N > 0,
the population is inverted. If ν ≈ ν0, then ν20 − ν2 = (ν0 + ν)(ν0 − ν) ≈ 2ν0(ν0 − ν).
Therefore,
χ ≈ κN2ν0(ν0 − ν) + jν0∆ν




(δ2 + 1) (4.55)
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where δ = 2(ν − ν0)/∆ν. Because the imaginary part of Equation (4.55) decays to
half of its peak value when |ν − ν0| = ∆ν/2, ∆ν is approximately the full width at
half maximum of the imaginary part of the electric susceptibility χ of a resonant
medium.
4.3 Population Density Difference Equations
Employing the common semiclassical model of atomic populations where the atomic
energy levels are quantized but the electric field is not quantized for an idealized four-




= R − N
τ




where R is the rate at which pumping increases the population density difference,
τ is the lifetime of the population of the upper energy level of the transition, νc is
the center frequency of the complex electric field E, and σ(ν) is the emission cross
section.
σ(ν) = κν∆ν(ν20 − ν2)2 + (ν∆ν)2
(4.57)
The complex electric field E has limited bandwidth. Assuming that the complex elec-
tric field E may be represented by a linear combination of plane waves also known as



















mn,p,q(ωp − ωq) (4.60)
with integers mn,p,q. Observe that in the summation in Equation (4.58) for each term
included the complex conjugate of the term is also implicitly included. The integers
mn,p,q are such that the integers mn,p,q have the same magnitude but opposite sign
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for pairs of terms which are complex conjugates. Therefore, the population density








exp(−jKn · r) exp(jΩnt) + j
∑
n
ΩnNn exp(−jKn · r) exp(jΩnt)
(4.61)
and Equation (4.56) becomes
∂N
∂t

















Nn exp(−jKn · r) exp(jΩnt)
]
(4.62)
which may be transformed into a system of equations in which each equation contains
the derivative of one Nn. As long as the gain saturation is modest, then few harmonics
are required for accurate calculations in this spatiotemporal frequency representation
because the magnitudes of higher harmonics are negligible. Equation (4.58) needs
few terms, and only small values of the integers mn,p,q are necessary for accuracy in
scenarios with moderate saturation. With strong gain saturation, including few har-
monics tends to slightly underestimate the population density difference and hence
the gain. If the gain saturation is significant, accuracy and computational efficiency
may be better achieved with a spatial representation than with a spatial frequency
representation, but accuracy requires intelligent sampling. Representing the popula-
tion density difference with this spatiotemporal frequency representation is extremely
computationally efficient when the number of plane waves is limited and the gain sat-
uration is moderate.
4.4 Phase Conjugation
Phase conjugation is often performed by degenerate four-wave mixing. Four mutually
coherent waves with the same wavelength interact in a nonlinear medium. Two of
the waves conventionally called the pump waves tend to be more powerful than the
others. The pump waves in degenerate four-wave mixing are not the pump sources
for optically pumped gain media. To avoid confusion when discussing gain media, the
pump waves in degenerate four-wave mixing will be called reference waves henceforth.
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By design the reference waves are phase conjugates. Consequently, they counter-
propagate. The third wave is commonly called the probe wave. Interference between
the probe wave and each reference wave forms a grating in the nonlinear medium.
In a gain medium, greater depletion of the population density difference where the
interference is constructive than where the interference is destructive leads to grating
formation. Interference between the probe wave and one of the reference waves forms
a reflection grating while interference between the probe wave and the other reference
wave forms a transmission grating. Diffraction of the reference waves on the gratings
generates the fourth wave which is called the phase-conjugate wave because it is the
phase conjugate of the probe wave.
The theory presented in earlier sections of this chapter enable modeling of phase
conjugation with wave mixing in gain media. The electric fields are modeled with a
system of equations having the form of Equation (4.50), while the population density
difference is modeled with a system of equations derived from Equation (4.62). Phase-
conjugate reflectivity is the power of the phase-conjugate wave divided by the power
of the probe wave. Figure 4.1 shows the dependence of phase-conjugate reflectivity
on the irradiance of the reference waves for three different values of small signal gain.
Dimensionless irradiance is the irradiance divided by the saturation irradiance of the
gain medium. Note that phase-conjugate reflectivity can be greater than one; the
phase-conjugate wave can have more power than the probe wave. At low irradiances,
gain saturation is minimal. Consequently, diffraction efficiency suffers. Moreover,
the reference waves being weaker have less power to donate to the phase-conjugate
wave. At high irradiances, gain saturation is severe leading to low diffraction effi-
ciency and phase conjugate generation. Clearly, increasing small signal gain increases
phase-conjugate reflectivity, and for a particular small signal gain there is an optimal
power for the reference waves. Figure 4.1 is consistent with published theoretical and
experimental results [4, 20].
Figure 4.2 shows that for low probe irradiances degenerate four-wave mixing in
a gain medium provides nearly ideal phase conjugation. The phase-conjugate reflec-
tivity is virtually independent of the irradiance of the probe wave when the probe
wave is not individually responsible for much saturation. Interpret results at very low



































































Figure 4.1: Continuous-wave phase-conjugate reflectivity depends on the irradiance
of the reference waves. The phase-conjugate reflectivity is higher with an axial small
signal gain of 400 than 100, while an axial small signal gain of 100 leads to higher
phase-conjugate reflectivity than an axial small signal gain of 25. The dimensionless




























































Figure 4.2: Continuous-wave phase-conjugate reflectivity has little dependence on
the irradiance of the probe wave when the probe wave is weak. The phase-conjugate
reflectivity is higher with an axial small signal gain of 400 than 100, while an axial
small signal gain of 100 leads to higher phase-conjugate reflectivity than an axial




Because VACER involves multiple modes and gain, mode competition is inevitable.
In Chapter 6, modeling results reveal that mode competition is critical in VACER.
This chapter provides background information on mode competition.
Gain saturates due to conservation of energy. Because saturation is inherently
nonlinear, otherwise independent modes are coupled. Mode competition results when
multiple modes overlap in a gain medium and consequently the energy extraction
of each mode diminishes the energy available for extraction by the other modes.
Mode competition can be modeled with a system of first-order nonlinear ordinary
differential equations. Two types of equations are involved: rate equations describing
the atomic populations and cavity rate equations governing the photons in each mode.
Assuming the atoms behave as four-level gain media and decay from the lower level
of the transition occurs essentially instantaneously, for the jth set of atoms
d Nj









where Nj is the nonnegative population (not the density) of atoms in the upper level
of the transition, Rj is the rate at which atoms are pumped into the upper level of
the transition, τj is the lifetime of the excited atoms, χj,k is one if the kth mode
intersects the set of atoms and zero otherwise, cj,k is the speed of light of the kth
mode in the medium containing the set of atoms, σj,k is the transition cross section
for the kth mode, Aj,k is the area of the plane occupied by the set of atoms orthogonal
to the propagation of the kth mode, lk is the resonator length for the kth mode, and
nk is the nonnegative number of photons in the kth mode. The number of photons
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per unit length of each mode is assumed to be essentially constant which is valid as
long as any gain or loss is small. Interference and hence wave mixing between modes
within a set of atoms is assumed negligible due to a combination of nearly orthogonal
polarization and wavelength disparity. The irradiance of each mode must be uniform
throughout a set of atoms. In other words, for each mode, every atom within a set
must be exposed to the same irradiance. The irradiance Ij,k incident on the jth set





where h is Planck’s constant and νk is the frequency of the photons of the kth mode.
In addition, the atoms of a set must be indistinguishable. In scenarios such as inho-
mogeneous broadening distinct sets of atoms may occupy the same space. Assuming
the number of photons per unit length of the kth mode is essentially constant,
d nk











where fj,k accounts for the amount of spontaneous emission into the mode from the
jth set of atoms and γk is the resonator decay rate. When the modes are power
orthogonal, fj,k = 1, but for the modes of real resonators fj,k > 1 since the modes are







where pj is the total number of possible modes for the jth set of atoms. Thus,
spontaneous emission into a mode is approximately the total spontaneous emission
divided by the total number of possible modes which is generally orders of magnitude
larger than the quantity of oscillating modes [9, 10, 23, 30, 31, 33]. The resonator





where Kk,m is the ratio of the output power to the input power for the mth resonator
element and Tk is the round-trip time for the mode. The resonator lifetime is the
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reciprocal of the resonator decay rate. Because time does not explicitly appear on the
right hand side of Equation (5.1) and Equation (5.3), systems with equations of the
forms of Equation (5.1) and Equation (5.3) are autonomous systems of differential
equations.
As an example for the effects of mode competition consider two sets of atoms and
two modes.
d N1















































Observe that this is an autonomous system of four first-order nonlinear ordinary dif-
















n2 − γ2n2. (5.11)
In a class A laser, the cavity field decay rate is much less than the decay rates of the
population inversion and the induced dipole moment. Consequently, the atomic pop-
ulations are always essentially at equilibrium. Helium-neon, argon-ion, and dye lasers
are class A lasers [12, 19, 21, 34]. Assuming a class A laser, the atomic population
described by Equation (5.6) becomes
d N1














































































































is the number of photons in the kth mode necessary to
saturate the population inversion of the jth set of atoms to half of the population
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inversion without any photons present. Assuming without loss of generality that of
all the modes the first mode requires the fewest photons to saturate the population















































which is less than one if the number of photons is less than the quantity of photons
necessary to saturate the population inversion by a factor equal to the number of
modes K. Therefore, the significance of higher order terms must be small as long as
the number of photons is small in comparison to the quantity of photons necessary
to saturate the population inversion. Note that this is a conservative estimate since
all terms of a given order have been assumed to be equal in magnitude to the largest

















+ · · ·
)
. (5.23)
Interference effects cannot be included in this model because Maclaurin series expan-
sion of the atomic populations in terms of the electromagnetic fields complicates the
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mathematics. When performing a Taylor series expansion about zero photons, the
presence of the square root of the irradiance which is proportional to the electromag-
netic field amplitude leads to zero being in the denominator.
Assuming little gain saturation enables the atomic populations to be accurately
approximated with only the first two terms of the Maclaurin series. Therefore, Equa-
tion (5.10) and Equation (5.11) become
d n1















































Using Lamb’s notation [15, 17],
d n1





















































































The differential equations in Equation (5.26) and Equation (5.30) are also commonly
used to model the population dynamics of competing species of organisms.
The equilibrium states or the critical points include (n1,n2) = (0, 0), (α1/β1,0),
(0, α2/β2). In addition, there can be a fourth critical point with both n1 and n2 being
nonzero. At steady-state Equation (5.26) becomes
0 = n1(α1 − β1n1 − θ1n2). (5.34)
Since n1 is nonzero,
0 = α1 − β1n1 − θ1n2 (5.35)
β1n1 = α1 − θ1n2 (5.36)
n1 = (α1/β1) − (θ1/β1)n2. (5.37)
Similarly, at steady-state Equation (5.30) becomes
0 = n2(α2 − β2n2 − θ2n1). (5.38)
Since n2 is nonzero,
0 = α2 − β2n2 − θ2n1 (5.39)
β2n2 = α2 − θ2n1 (5.40)
n2 = (α2/β2) − (θ2/β2)n1. (5.41)
Substituting Equation (5.37) into Equation (5.41),
n2 = (α2/β2) − (θ2/β2)[(α1/β1) − (θ1/β1)n2] (5.42)
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n2 = (α2/β2) − (α1θ2/β1/β2) + (θ1θ2/β1/β2)n2 (5.43)









Substituting Equation (5.46) into Equation (5.37),






























for the fourth critical point to be physically valid n1 =
α1β2 − α2θ1
β1β2 − θ1θ2
> 0 and n2 =
α2β1 − α1θ2
β1β2 − θ1θ2
> 0. The fourth critical point does not always exist. Sometimes β1β2 =




























































































while rearranging Equation (5.39) leads to
θ2n1 = α2 − β2n2 (5.59)






















































Observe that Equation (5.58) and Equation (5.62) are equations for parallel lines, and
hence they either do not intersect or are coincident. Therefore, when there is only one
set of atoms there are only three critical points (n1,n2) = (0, 0), (α1/β1,0), (0, α2/β2).
If they are equations for coincident lines, then there is an infinite number of equilib-
rium states.
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In the vicinity of the critical points, Equation (5.26) and Equation (5.30) consti-






α1 − 2β1n1 − θ1n2 −θ1n1




The eigenvalues ξ may be determined by solving
0 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣α1 − 2β1n1 − θ1n2 − ξ −θ1n1−θ2n2 α2 − 2β2n2 − θ2n1 − ξ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (α1 − 2β1n1 − θ1n2 − ξ)(α2 − 2β2n2 − θ2n1 − ξ) − θ1θ2n1n2. (5.64)
For (n1,n2) = (0, 0)
0 = (α1 − ξ)(α2 − ξ) (5.65)
ξ = α1,α2. (5.66)
If both α1 and α2 are negative, then the laser is below threshold, and (n1,n2) = (0, 0)
is stable. Otherwise at least one eigenvalue is nonnegative, and (n1,n2) = (0, 0) is
unstable to perturbations. For (n1,n2) = (α1/β1,0)
0 = (α1 − 2α1 − ξ)(α2 − α1θ2/β1 − ξ) = (−α1 − ξ)(α2 − α1θ2/β1 − ξ) (5.67)
ξ = −α1,α2 − α1θ2/β1. (5.68)
Assuming the laser is above threshold for the first mode α1 > 0. Consequently, for
(n1,n2) = (α1/β1,0) to be stable to perturbations α2 − α1θ2/β1 < 0. For (n1,n2) =
(0, α2/β2)
0 = (α1 − α2θ1/β2 − ξ)(α2 − 2α2 − ξ) = (α1 − α2θ1/β2 − ξ)(−α2 − ξ) (5.69)
ξ = α1 − α2θ1/β2, − α2. (5.70)
Assuming the laser is above threshold for the second mode α2 > 0. Thus, for


























because of Equation (5.35) and Equation (5.39). Hence, the eigenvalues ξ are
0 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣−β1n1 − ξ −θ1n1−θ2n2 −β2n2 − ξ
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = (−β1n1 − ξ)(−β2n2 − ξ) − θ1θ2n1n2 (5.72)
0 = ξ2 +β1n1ξ +β2n2ξ +β1β2n1n2 −θ1θ2n1n2 = ξ2 +β1n1ξ +β2n2ξ +(β1β2 −θ1θ2)n1n2
(5.73)
ξ =
−(β1n1 + β2n2) ±
√
(β1n1 + β2n2)2 − 4(β1β2 − θ1θ2)n1n2
2 . (5.74)
If β1β2 − θ1θ2 < 0, then the radicand is positive and greater than (β1n1 + β2n2)2, and
hence the critical point is a saddle point which is unstable. If β1β2 − θ1θ2 > 0, then
the critical point is an asymptotically stable node since the real component of both
eigenvalues is negative.
In a class B laser, the cavity field and the population inversion decay at comparable
rates while the induced dipole moment decays much faster [12, 19, 21, 34]. Thus, the
approximation of equilibrium atomic populations in a class A laser is invalid for a
class B laser. The atomic population rate equations must be included when analyzing
a class B laser. Hence, this analysis can be extended to class B lasers with two
modes but determining eigenvalues requires finding the roots of a quartic polynomial.
Extension of this analysis to a class A laser with more than four modes or a class
B laser with more than two modes is impossible to do analytically (must be done
numerically) due to Abel’s Impossibility Theorem. While this analysis has determined
the stable equilibrium states, neither the basin of attraction of each stable equilibrium
state nor the rate at which equilibrium is approached has been ascertained. Steady-
state may never be reached. Oscillation and other dynamics may persist indefinitely.
Some conclusions from the first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations of
a class A or class B laser with one set of atoms and two modes can be drawn without
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linearization. With only one set of atoms, perfect mode overlap is necessarily assumed.
d N1









Assuming the quantity of circulating photons is substantially greater than the number










n2 − γ2n2. (5.77)
At steady-state,
d N1























= R1τ11 + n1/s1 + n2/s2
. (5.80)









1 + n1/s1 + n2/s2
− γ1. (5.81)














1 + n1/s1 + n2/s2
(5.83)
γ1(1 + n1/s1 + n2/s2) = R1/s1 (5.84)
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1 + n1/s1 + n2/s2 = R1/s1/γ1 (5.85)
n1/s1 + n2/s2 = R1/s1/γ1 − 1 (5.86)
n1/s1 = R1/s1/γ1 − 1 − n2/s2. (5.87)
Similarly rearranging Equation (5.82)
n2/s2 = R1/s2/γ2 − 1 − n1/s1. (5.88)
Substituting Equation (5.88) into Equation (5.87)
n1/s1 = R1/s1/γ1 − 1 − R1/s2/γ2 + 1 + n1/s1 (5.89)
R1/s1/γ1 = R1/s2/γ2 (5.90)
s1γ1 = s2γ2. (5.91)
Therefore, the first and second modes can simultaneously lase (n1 > 0 and n2 > 0)
only if s1γ1 = s2γ2. If n2 = 0,
n1/s1 = R1/s1/γ1 − 1 ≥ 0. (5.92)
If n1 = 0,
n2/s2 = R1/s2/γ2 − 1 ≥ 0. (5.93)
Determining the eventual equilibrium system state requires consideration of the initial
system state which complicates analysis. For example, an initially declining quantity
of circulating photons does not preclude lasing because if n1 and n2 are very large,
there will be more lost photons than emitted photons until the rate of loss and emission
reaches balance. Hence, n1 + n2 can decrease but still be nonzero at equilibrium.
Furthermore, if either n1 is initially very large and n2 is initially negligible or n1
is initially negligible and n2 is initially very large, the initial change in the large
quantity of photons may be smaller than the initial change in the negligible quantity
of photons. Yet, intuitively the large quantity of photons will generally dominate at
steady-state.
In this chapter, some of the subtleties of mode competition have been investigated
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analytically. In particular, equilibrium states of systems with two modes have been
explored. Conditions in which all photons occupy a single mode at steady-state have
been identified. Moreover, conditions permitting both modes to have photons at





The computational model used here has been designed and optimized to model
VACER. For the sake of computational efficiency, only the subset of physics nec-
essary to model VACER has been included. Each end of the resonator is a phase-
conjugate mirror implemented by wave mixing in a gain medium (Chapter 4). The
turbid medium lies between the phase-conjugate mirrors. Phase conjugation is not
explicitly modeled. Phase conjugation is a consequence of the wave mixing. The axial
small signal gain of each gain medium is 100, but the phase-conjugate reflectivity is
much less. The wave mixing model is adapted from coupled mode theory methods
widely used in the analysis and design of diffraction gratings. Each gain medium
has two high-powered counter-propagating reference beams. The dimensionless irra-
diance of each reference beam is 0.01 in the gain media. All four reference beams
are mutually coherent. Time is measured in multiples of the lifetime of the atomic
population of the upper level of the lasing transition in the gain media in the absence
of electromagnetic radiation. Light propagation between gain mediums requires half
of a lifetime, while propagation through each gain medium requires about 8 × 10−3
lifetimes.
Light is propagated using the slowly varying envelope approximation or more
specifically Equation (4.50). Waves propagating in opposite directions are handled
as distinct modes. Dispersion is assumed to be negligible. The system of differential
equations describing the population density difference is derived from Equation (4.62).
Using the method of lines and approximating the spatial derivatives by high-order
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finite differences, the partial differential equations are converted to a system of or-
dinary differential equations which are solved with a second-order implicit ordinary
differential equation solver [29]. When the field amplitudes are fixed, the population
density difference variables may be determined from a linear system of differential
equations. Similarly, if the population density difference variables are fixed, then the
field amplitudes may be determined from a linear system of differential equations.
When neither the field amplitudes nor the population density difference variables are
fixed as is the case here, the combined system of differential equations is nonlinear.
Though the Jacobian matrix of the combined system of differential equations has nei-
ther banded structure nor any other simple structure, the Jacobian matrix is sparse
and thus is amenable to algorithmic optimizations.
To initiate a simulation trial a seed pulse is introduced through one of the gain
mediums. The seed pulse is coherent with all four of the reference beams. The
duration of the seed pulse is twice the time required for light to travel from one
phase-conjugate mirror to the other. The seed pulse ensures oscillation from one
phase-conjugate mirror through the virtual aperture to the other phase-conjugate
mirror. If some oscillating modes avoid the virtual aperture, then control exerted by
the virtual aperture over where light is focused within the turbid medium is disrupted.
The modes with the lowest losses must travel through the center of the virtual aperture
for VACER to operate as intended.
Spontaneous emission is not modeled because spontaneous emission will usually
have insignificant experimental effects. After introduction of a seed pulse into a com-
plicated turbid medium, the stimulated emission will dwarf the spontaneous emission
within modes of interest. While the spontaneous emission will be distributed among
the vast number of potential modes of a complicated turbid medium, the stimulated
emission will be concentrated in the small fraction of the potential modes which travel
between phase-conjugate mirrors. The seed pulse ensures oscillation between phase-
conjugate mirrors rather than the oscillation of backscattered spontaneous emission
with a single phase-conjugate mirror. Since only a tiny fraction of the spontaneous
emission will be coherent with the reference waves as needed for interference and
phase conjugation, the seed pulse does not need to deposit many photons into each
mode.
































Figure 6.1: This is a potential implementation of VACER which closely matches
the computational model. This is not the only possible realization of the compu-
tational model. VACER can be implemented many ways. The pump sources have
been omitted to reduce clutter. Beam splitter (BS), Gain medium (GM), Half-wave
plate (HP), Lens (L), Linear polarizer (P), Polarizing beam splitter (PBS), Pock-
els cell (PC), Photodetector (PD), Mirror (M), Magnet (MG), Optical isolator (OI),
Reference beam (R), Seed pulse (S), Turbid medium (TM)
alization. Figure 6.1 is a possible VACER realization. The system in Figure 6.1
rigorously follows the computational model. Better physical implementations likely
exist. Figure 6.1 shows an intriguing VACER implementation using magnets for the
virtual aperture. Since the magnets are placed outside of the turbid medium, the
system would be noninvasive. The polarization of the modes near the magnets would
be rotated more by the Faraday effect than modes further away because the magnetic
field would decay with distance. With any intrinsic or extrinsic polarization sensitiv-
ity of the turbid medium, the modes strongly affected by the magnetic fields will be
attenuated more than the modes weakly affected by the magnetic fields.
For computational efficiency the external modes are modeled as plane waves. Con-
sidering that for high gain in any experimental implementation the external modes
would be focused into the gain media, the waves near the focus would be approxi-
mately plane waves. The approximation of the external modes as plane waves within
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the gain media implies that the irradiance of each mode is transversely uniform within
the gain media and the external mode overlap is 100%. With uniform irradiance, mode
overlap is merely the geometric intersection of the mode volumes in a gain medium.
In this chapter, external mode overlap is expressed as a fraction. The external mode
overlap of external mode A with external mode B is the volume of the intersection
between the modes in a gain medium divided by the total volume of external mode
A in the gain medium. Because all external modes have the same mode volume in
the gain media in the model used here, the external mode overlap of external mode B
with external mode A is equal to the external mode overlap of external mode A with
external mode B. Mode overlap is a critical parameter in determining the nature of
the competition between two modes (Chapter 5).
In order to model variable amounts of external mode overlap, variable portions of
the external modes are picked off. The picked off light from each mode is directed to
a separate gain medium while the remaining light is sent to a shared gain medium.
Thus, there is mode overlap in the shared gain medium but not in the private gain
media. The phase-conjugate waves from each gain medium recombine to form the
phase conjugates of the external modes with variable fidelity. Modeling variable
amounts of mode overlap necessitates modeling phase conjugation imperfection of
the external modes.
Less faithful time-reversed reconstructions of the external modes couple less effi-
ciently to the modes of the turbid medium. Imagine phase conjugation of the light
from a single-mode optical fiber. If phase conjugation yields a time-reversed replica
of the wave emitted from the optical fiber, the phase-conjugate wave will couple to
the optical fiber with high efficiency. If phase conjugation produces a distorted repro-
duction of the wave emitted from the optical fiber, much of the phase-conjugate wave
will not couple into the optical fiber. Alternatively, consider transmission through
a small aperture. If the phase-conjugate mirror phase conjugates only a portion of
the wave transmitted through the aperture in the forward direction, then the time-
reversed wave will be larger than the aperture at the aperture plane and hence be
partially blocked. Though modeling coupling efficiency of the external modes into the
turbid medium as optical fiber coupling or transmission through an aperture would
lead to simple experimental realizations, the computational costs would be high at
each time step. As a compromise between physical realizability and computational
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efficiency, the computational model abstracts the coupling efficiency as a process of
beam recombining with beam splitters.
For simplicity, all of the attenuation occurs within the plane of the virtual aper-
ture. Generally, only within the virtual aperture plane will the selected and culled
modes be distinct. Outside of the virtual aperture plane the selected and culled modes
will usually overlap. Because the selected and culled modes will generally each exist
throughout the turbid medium, attenuation outside of the virtual aperture plane will
generally affect both modes to varying degrees. With all attenuation being localized
to the virtual aperture plane this complication is avoided.
6.2 Modeling Results with Two Independent Modes
In this section, the turbid medium models resemble systems of cascaded beam splitters
like Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2. The beam splitters are lossless, and all path lengths
between beam splitters are equal. The small signal gain is the same for all four
external modes. If the position and reflectance of each beam splitter within the turbid
medium are known, then the complex amplitudes of all modes can be determined by
knowing the complex amplitudes of as few as two modes. Hence, the turbid medium
models of this section have two independent modes. Modeling turbid media with a
transfer matrix (Chapter 2) relating the input modes and output modes is awkward
for VACER because the modes often change rapidly.
Figure 6.2 demonstrates VACER performing well. Dimensionless power is the
irradiance divided by the saturation irradiance of the gain media integrated over a unit
area. Initially, both the selected and the culled modes have equal power. However, the
presence of the virtual aperture has decreased the transmittance of the culled mode
to 0.96 whereas the transmittance of the selected mode is 0.98. Thus, the selected
mode grows slightly faster. The transmittance of a particular mode is the amount of
power retained by the mode after a single pass either forward or backward through
a turbid medium. When the selected and the culled modes are sufficiently powerful
to saturate the gain media, stimulated emission due to the selected mode depletes
the population density difference leading to inadequate amplification to sustain the
culled mode. Mode competition is more practical for maximizing the selected modes
while minimizing the culled modes than reducing the gain until the culled modes are
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Figure 6.2: In ideal circumstances when the selected mode (solid blue line) and the
culled mode (dashed green line) receive equal amounts of energy from the seed pulse,
all of the circulating power is eventually in the selected mode. The external mode
overlap is 1/3.
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below threshold because the attenuation of the culled modes by the virtual aperture
will generally be weak and thus necessitating careful gain adjustment to have the
culled modes be below threshold while keeping the selected modes above threshold.
Moreover, mode competition generally yields higher circulating power in the selected
modes than gain reduction. If the lifetime of the atomic population in the upper
level of the lasing transition is 10 ns, then Figure 6.2 spans only 10 µs which is
orders of magnitude faster than existing wavefront optimization methods [5]. The
speed and potential for dynamic wavefront adaptation with VACER are important
for mitigating speckle decorrelation [32].
When the internal modes do not fully overlap, the selected mode cannot fully
suppress the culled mode. The concept of internal mode overlap is slightly different
than external mode overlap. Internal mode overlap is the overlap between the fields
propagated from two internal modes to a gain medium. Internal mode overlap is
not the overlap within the turbid medium. Because mode overlap only matters in
nonlinear media, mode overlap always refers to the overlap in a gain medium in
this document. In Figure 6.3, the culled mode does not completely decay since the
selected mode is unable to sufficiently deplete the gain of the culled mode for total
suppression.
While the overlap among internal modes is a characteristic of a turbid medium,
the overlap among external modes is primarily a characteristic of a particular VACER
implementation. Therefore, external mode overlap can be tuned to some degree to
optimize performance of a VACER instrument. Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6,
Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9, and Figure 6.10 show the final power concentration
for various values of external mode overlap. Final power concentration is the fraction
of the power in the selected modes out of the total power in all internal modes
intersecting the plane of the virtual aperture at the end of each simulation trial.
Since only two modes intersect the virtual aperture plane, only values above 50%
indicate concentration. The transmittances of the selected and culled modes are 0.98
and 0.96 respectively. Each figure has seven curves. Each curve corresponds to a
different effective backward split fraction.
In this document, split fraction refers to the reflectance of a lossless beam splitter.
Since the turbid medium model used here consists of cascaded beam splitters, any
turbid medium with any virtual aperture position can be replaced by a system of
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Figure 6.3: In imperfect circumstances when the selected mode (solid blue line) and
the culled mode (dashed green line) receive equal amounts of energy from the seed
pulse, most but not all of the circulating power is in the selected mode by the end of
the simulation. The external mode overlap is 1/3.
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Figure 6.4: Having no external mode overlap affects the dependence of the final
power concentration on the effective forward and backward split fractions. In each
simulation trial, the seed pulse energy was divided equally between the selected mode
and culled mode. Each plotted curve corresponds to a different effective backward
split fraction.
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Figure 6.5: Having an external mode overlap of 1/6 affects the dependence of the final
power concentration on the effective forward and backward split fractions. In each
simulation trial, the seed pulse energy was divided equally between the selected mode
and culled mode. Each plotted curve corresponds to a different effective backward
split fraction.
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Figure 6.6: Having an external mode overlap of 1/3 affects the dependence of the final
power concentration on the effective forward and backward split fractions. In each
simulation trial, the seed pulse energy was divided equally between the selected mode
and culled mode. Each plotted curve corresponds to a different effective backward
split fraction.
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Figure 6.7: Having an external mode overlap of 1/2 affects the dependence of the final
power concentration on the effective forward and backward split fractions. In each
simulation trial, the seed pulse energy was divided equally between the selected mode
and culled mode. Each plotted curve corresponds to a different effective backward
split fraction.
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Figure 6.8: Having an external mode overlap of 2/3 affects the dependence of the final
power concentration on the effective forward and backward split fractions. In each
simulation trial, the seed pulse energy was divided equally between the selected mode
and culled mode. Each plotted curve corresponds to a different effective backward
split fraction.
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Figure 6.9: Having an external mode overlap of 5/6 affects the dependence of the final
power concentration on the effective forward and backward split fractions. In each
simulation trial, the seed pulse energy was divided equally between the selected mode
and culled mode. Each plotted curve corresponds to a different effective backward
split fraction.
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Figure 6.10: Having complete external mode overlap affects the dependence of the fi-
nal power concentration on the effective forward and backward split fractions. In each
simulation trial, the seed pulse energy was divided equally between the selected mode
and culled mode. Each plotted curve corresponds to a different effective backward
split fraction.
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two cascaded beam splitters. In such a simplified system, the split fraction of the
beam splitter separating the virtual aperture and the phase-conjugate mirror through
which the seed pulse is introduced is the effective backward split fraction, while
the split fraction of the beam splitter between the virtual aperture and the other
phase-conjugate mirror is the effective forward split fraction. Because the number of
cascaded beam splitters is arbitrary, the effective forward and backward split ratios
enable a potentially infinite quantity of parameters to be reduced to two real numbers
bounded by zero and one. The concepts of effective forward and backward split
fractions are useful in the same manner as Thévenin and Norton equivalent circuits are
useful in electrical engineering for circuit analysis. Although the effective backward
split fraction and the effective forward split fraction are useful analytical constructs,
their experimental utility is minimal because they cannot be determined without
complete knowledge of a presumably black box system. To compute the effective
forward and backward split fractions, the position of the virtual aperture, the split
fractions of all beam splitters, and the order of the beam splitters must be known.
Clearly, Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9, and
Figure 6.10 demonstrate that in general final power concentration depends on both
the effective backward split fraction and the effective forward split fraction. In Fig-
ure 6.4, there is no external mode overlap. Hence, there is no mode competition when
the power within the selected and culled modes map to distinct external modes (no
internal mode overlap) as occurs when either the effective forward or backward split
fractions are zero or one. Without mode competition, only the marginal difference in
transmittance prevents the final power concentration from being 50%. Yet, when the
power within the selected and culled modes is evenly distributed between the exter-
nal modes, the culled mode is fully extinguished, and the selected mode carries all of
the power. Because the external modes fully overlap in Figure 6.10, performance is
significantly different. Although complete mode overlap may intuitively seem to offer
ideal mode competition (Chapter 5), final power concentration is often far from ideal
with complete mode overlap since mode competition aggravates the delicate balance
between external modes necessary for high fidelity phase conjugation. Since mode
competition cannot be eliminated, this phase conjugation fidelity issue is unavoid-
able. Consequently, systems with complete external mode overlap perform best when
the internal mode overlap is minimal. Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8,
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Figure 6.11: In ideal circumstances when the selected mode (solid blue line) receives
all of the seed pulse energy, the power in the culled mode (dashed green line on the
x-axis) is negligible throughout. The external mode overlap is 1/3.
and Figure 6.9 show that as the external mode overlap increases from zero to one
the system performance gradually transitions between the extremes. Intermediate
amounts of external mode overlap seem to perform best which suggests that exper-
imental performance could be good considering that partial external mode overlap
is likely in any experimental scenario. The external mode overlap in the simulation
trials shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 was 1/3.
Seeding the selected and culled modes with equal amounts of energy is not the only
possibility. In Figure 6.11, all of the energy of the seed pulse has been targeted to the
selected mode. The simulation trials shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.11 are identical
except for the seed pulse. Unlike in Figure 6.2, the culled mode is negligible at all
times in Figure 6.11. The selected mode grows faster in Figure 6.11 than in Figure 6.2
because the selected mode is not burdened by the mode competition. While perfect
targeting of the seed pulse into the selected modes is an improbable accidental occur-
rence particularly with a complicated turbid medium with many independent modes,
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Figure 6.12: In imperfect circumstances when the selected mode (solid blue line)
receives all of the seed pulse energy, the circulating power in the culled mode (dashed
green line) at the end of the simulation is less than when the selected and culled
modes are seeded equally. The external mode overlap is 1/3.
targeting could be intentionally accomplished by recording the wavefront of light es-
caping through the phase-conjugate mirror through which the seed pulse passes and
wavefront shaping a subsequent seed pulse with the phase conjugate of the recorded
wavefront.
Besides that the seed pulse exclusively targeted the selected mode, the simulation
trial shown in Figure 6.12 was configured the same as the trial shown in Figure 6.3.
In Figure 6.12, the selected mode has such a head start that the culled mode never
reaches the power reached in Figure 6.3. Moreover, the selected mode attains a higher
steady-state power leading to a significantly higher final power concentration. Unlike
in Figure 6.3 where the selected mode grew monotonically, in Figure 6.12 the selected
mode grew rapidly but ultimately declined some. Conversely, in Figure 6.12 the culled
mode increased monotonically while in Figure 6.3 the culled mode increased and then
declined. Phase conjugation fidelity can be adversely affected as competition among
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Figure 6.13: When the external mode overlap is 1/3 and all of the seed pulse energy
is directed to the selected mode, the dependence of the final power concentration on
the effective forward and backward split fractions is enhanced in comparison to when
the seed pulse energy is evenly distributed between the selected and culled modes.
Each plotted curve corresponds to a different effective backward split fraction.
external modes becomes increasingly intense when the power grows. In Figure 6.12,
competition between the external modes derived from the selected mode impair phase
conjugation fidelity leading to leakage from the selected mode into the culled mode.
Thus, the rise of the culled mode corresponds to the decline of the selected mode.
Targeting the seed pulse to the selected mode yields modest improvements in the
final power concentration as exhibited by Figure 6.13 in comparison to Figure 6.6. The
difference in final power concentration between Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.7 is negligible
because the final power concentration is so high. The performance asymmetry with
respect to the effective forward and backward split fractions exists because the phase
conjugation fidelity issues of the two phase-conjugate mirrors partially offset with
some combinations of effective forward and backward split fractions. Simple mode
competition models such as the model described in Chapter 5 do not predict this
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Figure 6.14: When the external mode overlap is 1/2 and all of the seed pulse energy
is directed to the selected mode, the dependence of the final power concentration on
the effective forward and backward split fractions is essentially identical to when the
seed pulse energy is evenly distributed between the selected and culled modes. Each
plotted curve corresponds to a different effective backward split fraction.
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Figure 6.15: In ideal circumstances when the culled mode (dashed green line) receives
all of the seed pulse energy, the power in the selected mode (solid blue line on the
x-axis) is negligible throughout. The external mode overlap is 1/3.
asymmetry because they do not include phase.
If all of the energy of the seed pulse is sent to the culled mode, then simple models
of mode competition (Chapter 5) would predict that all of the power in the system
would be concentrated in the culled mode which does occur sometimes (Figure 6.15).
Yet, in some scenarios imperfect phase conjugation leads to leakage from the culled
mode to the selected mode which enables the selected mode to eventually surpass
the culled mode even if the selected mode is seeded with less energy. Although the
culled mode initially has a transient advantage from the seed pulse in the simulation
trial shown in Figure 6.16, the selected mode has an enduring advantage due to the
attenuation of the culled mode by the virtual aperture. The leakage is most significant
when the culled mode is greatest because there is more power and phase conjugation
fidelity suffers the most when gain saturation is most significant.
Leakage from the culled mode to the selected mode caused by limited phase conju-
gation fidelity leads to power concentration above 50% sometimes when the external
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Figure 6.16: In imperfect circumstances when the culled mode (dashed green line)
receives all of the seed pulse energy, most of the circulating power is in the selected
mode (solid blue line) by the end of the simulation. The external mode overlap is
1/3.
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Figure 6.17: When the external mode overlap is 1/3 and all of the seed pulse energy
is directed to the culled mode, the dependence of the final power concentration on
the effective forward and backward split fractions is different compared to previously
shown seeding possibilities. Each plotted curve corresponds to a different effective
backward split fraction.
mode overlap is 1/3 (Figure 6.17) and most of the time when the external mode
overlap is 1/2 (Figure 6.18).
If the phase-conjugate resonator has a phase-conjugate mirror on only a single end,
then the power concentration in the selected mode is reduced (Figure 6.19) in most
cases as compared to a phase-conjugate resonator with two phase-conjugate mirrors
(Figure 6.7). Consider phase conjugation of waves transmitted through an aperture.
As long as the phase conjugation occurs with high fidelity, the phase-conjugate wave
will be efficiently transmitted back through the aperture. If a regular mirror is used to
reflect the waves back to the phase-conjugate mirror, then the aperture will obstruct
propagation. With another phase-conjugate mirror, the waves can be time-reversed
back to the original phase-conjugate mirror without obstruction.
The seed pulse ensures that most of the phase-conjugated light will travel between
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Figure 6.18: When the external mode overlap is 1/2 and all of the seed pulse energy
is directed to the culled mode, the dependence of the final power concentration on
the effective forward and backward split fractions is different compared to previously
shown seeding possibilities. Each plotted curve corresponds to a different effective
backward split fraction.
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Figure 6.19: With a phase-conjugate mirror on only one end of the phase-conjugate
resonator, the final power concentration deteriorates for most effective backward split
fractions. In each simulation trial, the external mode overlap was 1/2, and the seed
pulse energy was evenly distributed between the selected and culled modes. Each
plotted curve corresponds to a different effective backward split fraction.
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the phase-conjugate mirrors and that the oscillation of backscattered spontaneous
emission with each phase-conjugate mirror will be minimal. The disadvantage of
having a phase-conjugate mirror on the end where the seed pulse is introduced is the
possibility of backscatter of the seed pulse leading to oscillation of modes which do not
cross the plane of the virtual aperture. Backscatter has been intentionally omitted
from the model to limit the dimensionality of the parameter space. Backscatter poses
no significant issues for VACER, but backscatter does complicate results. While
backscatter has not been modeled, backscatter can be easily mitigated experimentally.
First, the counter-propagating reference beams for the gain medium through which
the seed pulse is sent can be gated in a manner opposite to the seed pulse. This
should limit oscillation of the backscatter of the seed pulse from the surface of the
turbid medium since any surface backscatter should reach the gain medium when the
reference beams are weak. The second mitigation strategy is to have the amplification
of the first gain medium through which the seed pulse is delivered be less than the
amplification of the second gain medium so that the phase-conjugate reflectivity of
the first gain medium is low perhaps even less than unity.
As long as the transmittance of the culled mode is less than the transmittance
of the selected mode, the power will be concentrated within the selected mode when
the selected and culled modes are seeded equally. In Figure 6.20, the transmittance
of the selected mode is 0.95. Hence, when the culled mode transmittance is less
than 0.95 most of the power is in the selected mode. Figure 6.20 shows that as
the culled mode transmittance becomes less than the selected mode transmittance
the transition in power distribution can be sudden. The capability of concentrating
light within the selected modes with minimal selectivity is the advantage of VACER.
Adjusting the system gain to drop the culled modes below threshold would be very
difficult when the difference in transmittance between the selected and culled modes
is small. Furthermore, the selected modes would have little power if system gain was
decreased until the culled modes ceased oscillation and the transmittance difference
between the selected and culled modes is slight.
Figure 6.21 shows the total power exiting the phase-conjugate resonator through
one of the gain mediums while either the selected or culled mode transmittance is
varied. In each simulation trial, the seed pulse initiated the selected and culled modes
with equal power. Each curve in Figure 6.21 is from a distinct randomly generated
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Figure 6.20: The final power concentration depends on the transmittance of the culled
mode. In each simulation trial, the external mode overlap was 1/2, and the seed pulse
energy was evenly split between the selected and culled modes. Each plotted curve
is from a different randomly generated turbid medium.
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Figure 6.21: The total power escaping the phase-conjugate resonator through one of
the gain mediums depends on the transmittances of the selected and culled modes.
Each plotted curve is from a different randomly generated turbid medium.
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turbid medium with a randomly positioned virtual aperture. Since the modeled sys-
tem has only two independent modes, which mode is the selected mode and which is
the culled mode is subject to interpretation. The selected mode is defined by inten-
tion which is expressed by positioning the virtual aperture. When interpreting the
independent variable in Figure 6.21 as the selected mode transmittance, the trans-
mittance is determined by the innate properties of the turbid medium. For example,
the selected mode transmittance may be less than one because the turbid medium
absorbs some light. Conversely, when assuming that the independent variable in
Figure 6.21 is the culled mode transmittance, the variability in the transmittance is
primarily due to changes in the attenuation of the virtual aperture. In either case,
the transmittance of the mode that is not the abscissa in Figure 6.21 is 0.95. The
transition in Figure 6.21 around 0.95 is reminiscent of the behavior of a laser when
the pump power surpasses the threshold value at which the gain exceeds the resonator
losses.
If the independent variable is interpreted as the selected mode transmittance, then
measurements of higher total output power indicate less attenuation of the selected
mode by the turbid medium. The total output power increases as the selected mode
transmittance exceeds the culled mode transmittance. Clearly, Figure 6.21 shows that
output power does not decrease to zero as the selected mode transmittance decreases
to zero. There is a minimum output power determined by the transmittance of the
culled mode. If the independent variable is interpreted as the culled mode transmit-
tance, the total output power is largely independent of the culled mode transmittance
as long as the culled mode transmittance is less than the selected mode transmittance.
Consequently, the attenuation of a turbid medium at a specific location defined by
the virtual aperture may be estimated by measuring the total output power. While
strong attenuation of the selected modes cannot be determined from total output
power measurements, VACER does allow determination of an upper bound to the
transmittance of the selected modes. This is not any different than light levels being
too low to distinguish for a camera given its signal-to-noise ratio or light levels being
to high to discriminate due to saturation of a sensitive camera. VACER is not brittle.
Although the variability with different turbid media is high, the trends are con-
sistent. The variability arises not from disparities in light loss but from differences in
scattering. The performance impact of different effective forward and backward split
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fractions (scattering) is seen in the earlier plots in this section (Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5,
Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10, Figure 6.13, Figure 6.14,
Figure 6.17, Figure 6.18, and Figure 6.19). If multiple output power measurements
are collected with the virtual aperture position varied, then images of the light at-
tenuation by the turbid medium can be generated. The variability in total output
power for a given selected mode transmittance suggests that images would likely
have a speckle-like appearance. As in the mechanism of speckle, largely impercepti-
ble nanoscale structural differences would lead to apparent noise in the images. The
spatial extent of the modes with significant power determines the resolution when
imaging with VACER. Ideally the selected modes have all of the power. The model
used here predicts neither mode geometry nor resolution because it does not corre-
spond to a specific implementation. Nevertheless, the resolution could be very high
[16, 36, 37, 38].
Though spontaneous emission would be an experimental noise source not mod-
eled here, the coherence of the waves exiting the phase-conjugate resonator with the
reference waves and the narrow bandwidth of the light escaping the phase-conjugate
resonator should help distinguish the signal from the background spontaneous emis-
sion in an experimental apparatus. For example, some of the light from the reference
waves could be frequency shifted. Interference of the frequency shifted reference light
with the collected light would give rise to a beat signal which could be used for lock-in
detection.
6.3 Modeling Results with Four Independent Modes
Like the turbid medium models in the previous section with two independent modes,
the turbid medium models in this section could be implemented with tiered structures
of lossless beam splitters. Yet, given complete knowledge of the structure of a turbid
medium at least the complex amplitudes of four modes rather than two modes must
be known to determine the complex amplitudes of all of the modes within the turbid
medium. In each tier, two beam splitters couple two modes each. Thus, only a
subset of the internal modes are coupled in each scattering event as occurs in more
complicated turbid media. Four modes enter each tier, and four modes leave each tier.
Mode coupling alternates between adjacent modes from tier to tier. For example,
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if the third mode within a given tier is coupled to the fourth mode, then in the
subsequent tier the third mode will be coupled to the second mode. Boundary modes,
the first and fourth mode in each tier, alternate between coupling with their adjacent
mode and each other. Hence, if in the current tier the first and second modes are
coupled, then in the next tier the first and fourth modes are coupled. This is meant
to eliminate boundary effects which are much more significant in small systems with
four independent modes than in larger more realistic systems. Each system has eight
external modes, and because I have arbitrarily decided that every system should have
five tiers, each has sixteen internal modes. The reflectance of each lossless beam
splitter is randomly selected. All path lengths between beam splitters are equal.
In this section, each external mode has a private gain pool, and there is a gain pool
shared by all four external modes in each phase-conjugate mirror. Each external mode
has an overlap of 50% with the three other external modes in each phase-conjugate
mirror. Many other external mode overlap scenarios are conceivable. There could be
two non-overlapping pairs of overlapping modes. Another possibility is having three
partially overlapped modes while the fourth does not overlap any of the other modes.
Figure 6.22 shows that VACER with four independent modes is largely similar to
VACER with two independent modes. Though the power in all four modes initially
rises, eventually the single selected mode monopolizes all of the gain and suppresses
the three culled modes. The culled modes are unable to overcome the transmittance
disadvantage imposed by the virtual aperture. The transmittances of the selected
and culled modes are 0.95 and 0.93 respectively. Although the four input modes
are seeded with equal amounts of energy and have uniform phase, the selected mode
and the three culled modes are usually not seeded equally unlike in the turbid media
with two independent modes. The turbid medium model consisting of cascaded beam
splitters from the previous section has the property that if the two input modes are
seeded with waves of equal amplitude and phase then all internal modes preceding the
virtual aperture initially have the same power. The indeterminate seeding behavior
of the turbid medium model with four independent modes in this section is more
realistic.
When the transmittance of the culled modes is less than the selected mode trans-
mittance, the power tends to concentrate in the selected mode as shown by Fig-
ure 6.23. With one selected mode and three culled modes, power concentration above
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Figure 6.22: In this time series, virtually all of the circulating power is in the selected
mode (solid blue line) by the end of the simulation though the power in the three
culled modes (dashed cyan, green, and red lines) initially rises with the power in the
selected mode. The transmittances of the selected and culled modes are 0.95 and 0.93
respectively.
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Figure 6.23: In turbid medium models with four independent modes, the final power
concentration exhibits the same trend with respect to the transmittance of the culled
modes as turbid medium models with two independent modes. The selected mode
transmittance is 0.95. Each plotted curve is from a different randomly generated
turbid medium.
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Figure 6.24: In this time series, nearly all of the circulating power is in the two
selected modes (solid blue and green lines) by the end of the simulation though the
power in the two culled modes (dashed cyan and red lines) initially rises faster. The
transmittances of the selected and culled modes are 0.95 and 0.93 respectively.
25% indicates higher than expected power in the selected mode. The transition from
high powered culled modes and a low powered selected mode to low powered culled
modes and a high powered selected mode is not as defined in the turbid media with
four independent modes used in Figure 6.23 as the turbid media with two indepen-
dent modes used in Figure 6.20 because the initial power distribution among the
selected and culled modes is less predictable. Though the seed pulse initiates all four
input modes with waves of the same amplitude and phase, the amount of energy that
reaches the selected and culled modes depends on the turbid medium as previously
indicated. I have chosen this particular seed pulse because it models the incidence of
a beam or other wave with a simple wavefront on a turbid medium.
In any complicated turbid medium though the culled modes will likely vastly out-
number the selected modes, there will usually be many selected modes. In Figure 6.24,
there are two selected modes and two culled modes. By chance, the seed pulse de-
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Figure 6.25: When there are two selected modes, the final power concentration de-
pends on the transmittance of the culled modes in a manner which is similar to when
there is just one selected mode. The transmittance of the two selected modes is 0.95.
Each plotted curve is from a different randomly generated turbid medium.
livered more energy to the culled modes than the selected modes. Hence, the power
of the two culled modes initially increases faster than the power of the two selected
modes. Though the growth of the culled modes impeded the growth of the selected
modes, the two selected modes eventually dominate the two culled modes because
the transmittances of the selected and culled modes are 0.95 and 0.93 respectively.
Observe that the system does not appear to have reached steady-state by the end of
the simulation. The balance of power between the two selected modes seems to still
be evolving.
In Figure 6.25, each input mode has the same amplitude and phase after seeding
which mimics seeding with a simple wavefront like that of a beam. Invariably, in
some cases the culled modes are seeded with more energy. Nonetheless, Figure 6.25
shows that power concentration in the two selected modes occurs reliably when the
transmittance of the two culled modes is less than the selected mode transmittance.
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Figure 6.26: In this time series, all of the energy of the seed pulse was directed to
the two selected modes. Despite the transmittances of the selected and culled modes
being 0.95 and 0.955 respectively, the two selected modes (solid blue and green lines)
have more power than the two culled modes (dashed cyan and red lines) at the end
of simulation.
In Figure 6.25, the transmittance of the selected modes is 0.95. With two selected
modes and two culled modes, power concentration above 50% indicates higher than
expected power in the selected modes.
In Figure 6.26, wavefront shaping has directed all of the seed pulse energy to the
two selected modes. Though the transmittance of the two selected modes is less than
the transmittance of the two culled modes, most of the power is concentrated in the
selected modes. The transmittances of the selected and culled modes are 0.95 and
0.955 respectively. Obviously, determining how to shape the wavefront to target the
selected modes is generally impossible. Nevertheless, Figure 6.26 shows what could
happen. An estimate of the ideal seed pulse wavefront could be determined from the
waves escaping from the phase-conjugate resonator through the gain medium where
seed pulses are sent.
Figure 6.27 shows that targeting the seed pulse to the two selected modes enables
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Figure 6.27: Wavefront shaping enables power concentration in the selected modes
even when the transmittance of the selected modes is slightly less than the transmit-
tance of the culled modes. The transmittance of the two selected modes is 0.95. Each
plotted curve is from a different randomly generated turbid medium.
power concentration in the two selected modes even when the transmittance of the
selected modes is slightly less than the transmittance of the culled modes. The
transmittance of the two selected modes is 0.95. This benefit of wavefront shaping
can also be observed in turbid medium models with two independent modes from the
previous section and turbid medium models with one selected mode and three culled
modes. Other than the shift in the transition to power concentration in the selected
modes, the dependence of the power concentration on the transmittance of the culled
modes is similar in Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.27. The purpose of Figure 6.26 and
Figure 6.27 is to clearly demonstrate that initial conditions established by the seed
pulse affect the outcome.
As observed in turbid media with two independent modes, in Figure 6.28 the total
power leaving the phase-conjugate resonator through one of the phase-conjugate mir-
rors increases as the selected mode transmittance increases beyond the transmittance
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Figure 6.28: The total power escaping the phase-conjugate resonator through one of
the gain mediums depends on the selected mode transmittance. The transmittance of
the culled modes is 0.95. Each plotted curve is from a different randomly generated
turbid medium.
of the three culled modes. The transmittance of the three culled modes is 0.95. As in
Figure 6.21, subtle scattering differences cause variability in the total output power.
Interestingly, the variability is substantially less when the three culled modes have
most of the power than when the selected mode has most of the power.
Figure 6.29 shows that when the transmittance of the culled modes is less than
the transmittance of the selected mode the total power escaping the phase-conjugate
resonator through one of the phase-conjugate mirrors is largely unaffected by the
transmittance of the culled modes as desired. The transmittance of the selected
mode is 0.95. As in Figure 6.28, the total output power variability is lower when the
three culled modes dominate the selected mode.
In Figure 6.30, there are two selected modes and two culled modes. Consequently,
as in Figure 6.21 the independent variable be arbitrarily interpreted as the transmit-
tance of the two selected modes or the two culled modes. The transmittance which is
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Figure 6.29: The total power escaping the phase-conjugate resonator through one of
the gain mediums depends on the transmittance of the culled modes. The selected
mode transmittance is 0.95. Each plotted curve is from a different randomly generated
turbid medium.
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Figure 6.30: When there are two selected modes, the total power escaping the phase-
conjugate resonator through one of the gain mediums exhibits the same general de-
pendence on the transmittances of the selected and culled modes as when there is only
a single selected mode. Each plotted curve is from a different randomly generated
turbid medium.
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Figure 6.31: The dependence of the variability of the total power escaping the phase-
conjugate resonator through one of the gain mediums on the transmittance of the
selected modes when there is one selected mode (blue plus signs) is different from
when there are two selected modes (green circles).
not the independent variable is 0.95. When the transmittance of the selected modes
exceeds the transmittance of the culled modes, the total output power increases as
desired. When the transmittance of the culled modes is less than the transmittance
of the selected modes, the total output power varies little with changes in the trans-
mittance of the culled modes. Unlike Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29 in which the curves
are distributed fairly uniformly, in Figure 6.30 two of curves appear to be outliers
while the other ten curves are tightly bunched.
Figure 6.31 shows the standard deviation of the total output power measured
from multiple turbid media while the transmittance of the selected modes is varied.
When the transmittance of the selected modes is less than the transmittance of the
culled modes (0.95), the total output power varies less when there is one selected
mode since with one selected mode there are three culled modes with most of the
oscillating power. Yet, when the transmittance of the selected modes is greater than
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Figure 6.32: The dependence of the variability of the total power escaping the phase-
conjugate resonator through one of the gain mediums on the transmittance of the
culled modes when there is one selected mode (blue plus signs) is different from when
there are two selected modes (green circles).
the transmittance of the culled modes, the total output power varies less with two
selected modes than with one selected mode. When the transmittance of the selected
modes is near 0.95, any of the four modes could have most of the oscillating power
since all four modes are fairly evenly matched. Consequently, the total output power
variability is almost the same when there are either one or two selected modes, and
the total output power varies the least when the transmittance of the selected modes
is approximately 0.95.
In agreement with Figure 6.31, the pattern is reversed in Figure 6.32 when the
independent variable is the transmittance of the culled modes rather than the trans-
mittance of the selected modes. If the transmittance of the culled modes is less than
the transmittance of the selected modes (0.95), then the total output power varies
more with one selected mode than two selected modes. Conversely, if the transmit-
tance of the culled modes is greater than the transmittance of the selected modes,
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the output power variability is greater when there are two selected modes. When the
transmittances of the selected and culled modes are nearly equal, the output power
varies the least and having either one or two selected modes is of little consequence
because any of the four modes (selected or culled) have the opportunity to oscillate.
In summary, there is less variability in the total output power when more modes have
an unbiased chance to oscillate. Intrinsic attenuation causes such as absorption or
external attenuation causes such as a virtual aperture can put a mode at such a dis-
advantage compared to the other modes that the possibility for the mode to oscillate
is eliminated.
When there are multiple selected modes, there are multiple chances that at least
one of the selected modes will have the good fortune of being scattered in a manner
that enables power to be highly concentrated in it. Similarly, more selected modes
entails a greater chance that at least one of the selected modes will receive a dispro-
portionately large share of the seed pulse energy and a significantly reduced chance
that all selected modes receive a disproportionately small share of the pulse energy.
Thus, with multiple selected modes, VACER has more chances to achieve optimal
power concentration as reflected in the curve distribution in Figure 6.30 as compared
to the curve distributions in Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29. There are ten densely
clustered curves and two outliers in Figure 6.30, but the curves in Figure 6.28 and
Figure 6.29 are relatively uniformly distributed. Furthermore, observe that both out-
liers in Figure 6.30 represent significantly worse performance than the ten clustered
curves. If the transmittance of the selected modes is less than the transmittance of
the culled modes, then having many culled modes gives many chances that at least
one of the culled modes is scattered in a way that facilitates high power concentra-
tion. Hence, with many culled modes variability in the total output power is reduced
if the transmittance of the culled modes exceeds the transmittance of the selected
modes. The total output power measurement floor imposed by the transmittance of
the culled modes is less noisy. With multiple modes in a minimally biased competi-
tion, VACER tends toward the maximum performance afforded by the set of modes
rather than the mean performance of the set of modes. When the set of modes is
large, VACER has many chances to excel. Consequently, as the number of modes in-
creases with growing turbid medium complexity the probability that VACER reaches
performance potential increases.
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Though internal mode overlap has been significant enough in all examples in
this section for intense mode competition, it is conceivable but extremely unlikely
that two internal modes will have negligible internal mode overlap in a complex
turbid medium. In such an improbable scenario, the non-overlapping modes will not
compete, and VACER performance would tend toward the average performance of
the modes rather than the maximum since the modes would be largely independent.
Yet, the probability of internal modes without any internal mode overlap is only
significant in simple turbid medium models like in the previous section.
While scattering accounts for much of the differences in mode growth potential in
the results here, some factors affecting growth potential have been intentionally omit-
ted to simplify interpretation of the results. For example, mode growth is affected by
propagation time. As the resonator round-trip time of a mode decreases, the growth
rate increases. Even spontaneous emission could influence which modes eventually
dominate. If two modes are very evenly matched, then one mode receiving marginally
more spontaneous emission can be a decisive advantage. Thus, the growth potential
of a mode depends on many factors.
Modes do not need the same gain, the same scattering, the same seeding, and the
same propagation time to be evenly matched. A seeding disadvantage can be com-
pensated by a scattering advantage. Consequently, only the overall growth potential
of a mode is determinative. The individual factors affecting the growth potential
of a mode matter only in their effect on the overall growth potential. Because the
concept of overall growth potential is so intricate, defining overall growth potential
with a simple mathematical expression is impossible. With many selected modes and
many culled modes, it is likely that the strongest competitors from each group will be
evenly matched because the advantages in some growth potential factors will be off-
set by disadvantages in other growth potential factors leading to comparable growth
potential overall. Consequently, the modest advantage afforded by the virtual aper-
ture is adequate for the selected modes to prevail. Therefore, VACER performance
in complex turbid media with a myriad of modes is likely to be more consistent than




With a hybrid of widely used models in optics, I have demonstrated that VACER
is based on sound physical principles. Though the computational model is abstract,
the model is realistic. As observed in the modeling results, VACER enables focusing
light at arbitrary positions within turbid media. The size of the focus could be very
small [16, 36, 37, 38]. Often little more than the location of the intended target
is known. Therefore, wavefront shaping is not directly applicable, but in VACER
location of the intended target is the only needed information. As long as the virtual
aperture is centered on the target and there are not any modes circumventing the
virtual aperture, then there is a strong bias for the light to be focused at the target.
Even when the mode differentiation mechanism is weak, the concentration of light
at the focus can be substantial unlike previous approaches. In VACER, the mode
differentiation mechanism acts on the modes during each pass between the phase-
conjugate mirrors. Consequently, after many passes the selected modes generally
have significantly more power than the culled modes. Eventually amplification of the
selected modes requires so much power from the gain mediums that there is insufficient
power to sustain the culled modes. Thus, the vast majority of the circulating power
is ultimately in the selected modes.
In this document, I have presented a systematic study of VACER in turbid media
with two independent modes. The simplicity of the turbid medium model with two
independent modes results in a parameter space which has low enough dimension-
ality to make a thorough investigation possible. I have explored the roles of turbid
medium scattering, external mode overlap, seed pulse wavefront, and virtual aper-
ture transmittance on VACER performance. The most surprising finding from the
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turbid medium model with two independent modes is that the light focusing ability
of VACER varies with the nature of the scattering by a turbid medium. Thus, some
VACER performance variability cannot be avoided. In experimental data or com-
putational modeling results from more complicated turbid medium models, it would
be nearly impossible to conclude that any of the variability in light concentration is
innate and unrelated to common noise sources in optics such as shot noise and spon-
taneous emission. In addition, I have presented results from turbid media with four
independent modes as the means to translate insights acquired from turbid media
with two independent modes to more complicated turbid media.
The modeling results suggest that experimental performance will likely exceed
the performance of VACER in the simple models used here. In complicated turbid
media such as biological tissue, there are countless modes. Consequently, diverting a
small quantity of power from the multitude of culled modes to the tiny fraction of the
selected modes will lead to a substantial increase in power within the selected modes.
Moreover, any leakage from the selected modes due to impaired phase conjugation
fidelity will have a less detrimental effect since the leakage will be distributed over
many modes. Though there will be substantially more culled modes than selected
modes in a complicated turbid medium, there would likely be many selected modes.
As observed in the modeling results with four independent modes having multiple
selected modes increases robustness because with multiple selected modes there are
multiple chances that for at least one of the selected modes conditions will facilitate
nearly optimal power concentration.
Many factors provide one mode with a growth advantage over another mode as
demonstrated in the computational modeling results. Besides gain and loss, the
growth rate of a mode is affected by resonator round-trip propagation time, seeding,
competition with other modes, and other factors. In order for VACER to concentrate
light within the selected modes, the selected modes need a growth advantage over the
culled modes. The virtual aperture is meant to ensure that the selected modes have
a growth advantage. Nevertheless, when the virtual aperture provides only a small
transmittance advantage for the selected modes, VACER operation is more vulnerable
to intrinsic growth advantage differences particularly in simple turbid media with only
two independent modes. In a complicated turbid medium there will be many modes
with vastly different growth potential. With so many modes it is probable that the
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subset of the selected modes with the highest growth potential and the subset of
the culled modes with the highest growth potential will be evenly matched. Thus,
ensuring power concentration in some of the selected modes even when the virtual
aperture confers only a small transmittance advantage.
In the computational modeling, whenever the transmittance of the culled modes
was greater than the transmittance of the selected modes, power was rarely con-
centrated in the selected modes as desired. Experimental scenarios are likely to be
more forgiving. In any actual virtual aperture implementation, the transmittance
will gradually decline from the maximum at the center of the virtual aperture. Thus,
even if the virtual aperture is centered at a portion of a complex turbid medium
which happens to attenuate the selected modes enough to prevent their oscillation,
the culled modes which do oscillate will almost certainly be near the center of the
virtual aperture. Since most of the culled modes will have negligible power and the
culled modes which have most of the power will propagate near the center of the
virtual aperture, VACER will focus light close to the intended target.
From a reductionist perspective, VACER is merely a novel combination of existing
technologies. Every component needed to implement VACER has been built before.
The components just need to be integrated. Thus, eventual experimental demonstra-
tion of VACER seems certain. The question to answer by VACER implementation
is in to what degree will engineering limitations bound performance rather than if
VACER is feasible.
Unfortunately, VACER implementation is difficult for both economic and engi-
neering reasons. Any VACER implementation requires many expensive components,
and many engineering challenges must be overcome. Although the technical obsta-
cles are significant, they have been largely solved previously. VACER can be realized
by adapting present technologies. Though VACER is both expensive and difficult
to implement, VACER can potentially do what no other existing optical method
can—harmlessly focus light deep within turbid media at an arbitrary position.
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